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LinkedIn enables uploading presentation and documents:

Expanding the 'document upload' feature on its platform, LinkedIn is now allowing users to upload PDFs, 

PowerPoint Presentations and other documents directly to their Feeds as well as within group posts. This 

expansion is another opportunity that the platform is offering users to showcase their skills and expertise in 

additional formats.

Amazon to launch mobile advertisements: 

Joining the so-far conquered domains of Facebook and Google, this e-commerce giant is planning to sell 

video spots on its smartphone shopping application. Selling advertisements spots opens a new revenue 

opportunity for Amazon’s advertising division, which mostly sells space featuring brand logos, product 

photographs and descriptions that are the equivalent of digital billboards.

Google announces new gaming platform: 

Named Stadia, a cloud gaming service has been launched at the Game Developers Conference (GDC) in 

San Francisco. Stadia will stream games from the cloud to the Chrome browser, Chromecast, and Pixel 

devices. In addition, Google demonstrated a new feature in YouTube that lets you view a game clip from a 

creator and then hit “play now” to instantly stream the title. The advantage of Stadia is that if offers instant 

access to play without the need to download or install any game.

Facebook releases new crackdown measures: 

Facebook is rolling out new features to crack down on content violations as misinformation spreads. It is also 

updating its new community standards to include a section that lets users track the updates made each 

month, allowing people to see what is and isn’t allowed on the site. 

The term “Google” is perhaps one of the most popular words today. Everyone of any age or nationality knows 

it! Well, Google and specifically its mail component have more good news this April. The online giant has just 

launched AMP For Email to turn emails static documents into dynamic, web page-like experiences. AMP 

refers to a website publishing technology developed by Google. That is, it enables viewing links in the same 

window or application without going to an external source. Now with AMP for Email, the users will be able to 

view a link, fill a form or browse through multiple pages directly from their inbox.




